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RECENT JAPANESE PUBLICATIONS ON BUDDHISM 

Hubert Durt 

The following list is a continuation of our selective bibliography started in 
Cahiers d'Extrême- Asie 1 (1985), p. 105-117, and CEA 2 (1986), p. 271-287. 
The reader might want to refer to the introductory remarks preceding those 
two lists, which define our selection and scope. 

In the field of religious studies^ and especially Buddhism, the number of 
Japanese publications is growing every year. The same holds true for Korean 
and Chinese publications (including Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore), 
many of which would deserve to be mentioned and reviewed. However, 
information about them is even more difficult to obtain, so, for the time being, 
we must limit ourselves to what is published in Japan. 

Our survey of Japanese materials has now been made much easier by the 
commercial catalogue published annually by the "Association for the General 
Listing of Buddhist Books" (Bukkyôshô sômokuroku kankôkai f^l^^lSg ̂ TUfrÉ") • 
The last catalogue, Bukkyôshô sômokuroku f^^tHIS @ ^ 1987, covering 
publications up to October 1986, includes 4,010 titles from 213 publishers. In the 
preface of this catalogue, the reader is warned that much information on Buddhism 
also appears in publications focused on philosophy, psychology, history, 
sociology, literature, art, etc., and could not be included even in this "general 
listing". The catalogue is addressed chiefly to the followers of Buddhism as a 
living religion, which means that, besides scholarly books, it also lists a large 
number of educational and devotional books, cassettes, etc., which are outside 
our scope. Moreover, since this is the commercial catalogue of a business 
association, quite a few publications by academic and religious institutions or by 
private individuals have unfortunately not come to the notice of its compilers. 

The principles of our selection have been clearly explained in the first two 
CEA. The great majority of books listed here are those used in our work at the 
Hôbôgirin Institute. Sometimes we also include short analyses of books whose 
titles seem attractive, but which, as scholarly tools, can only be used with great 
caution. 

Due to the expansion of the reading public, the books under consideration 
increasingly fall into two categories: big, expensive, hard-cover volumes 
published in limited editions ; and less expensive books, often published in collections 
of the "shinsho" §fif paperback type, which every ambitious publishing 
company is eager to launch. Although the books in the second category are very 
numerous and more often than not repetitive, quite a few of them deserve our 
attention, since they contain a lot of original research. It also happens that an 
author can demonstrate his aptitude for synthetic judgement more freely in a 
comparatively short book than in the massive volumes of the first category. 

Cahiers d'Extrême- Asie 3 (1987): 197-222 
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The books of the first category are obviously our main concern, because it is 
there that we find original approaches, documents, indices, etc., necessary for 
research. As we already pointed out two years ago, one should keep in mind that 
more and more of these expensive volumes are nothing but collections of 
previously published articles, sometimes quite unrelated to each other. 

The proliferation of cheap and superficial paperback presentations of the 
second type endangers the traditional Buddhist publishing houses, which have 
made their reputations with a few valuable and specialised publications and 
cannot keep pace with this new development. The latter also threatens to 
undermine the quality of Japanese scholarship, if too many specialists spend their 
time composing yet another pleasing overview of their field, quite undistin- 
guishable from his colleague's overview of the same field in another "shinsho" 
collection. 

I. GENERAL REFERENCE WORKS and INDIAN, TIBETAN AND CENTRAL ASIAN BUDDHISM 

A. Dictionaries 

1° Wogihara Unrai %kMM3$., Tsuji Naoshiro 5± 
Kanyaku taishd Bonwa daijiten g|ff fM5£^^W?& (1568 p.), 
Tokyo, Kôdansha MWtU. 1986 19,000 Yen 

One-volume, small-format réédition of the original (sixteen fascicles) 
publication in the Suzuki Gakujutsu £aidan Çv'fc^WMW- This Sanskrit- 
Japanese dictionary includes the Chinese Buddhist terminology of the 
canonical translations. It mentions also, without giving precise 
references, the Sanskrit Buddhist texts in which many of the Sanskrit 
entries appear. 

Saigusa Mitsuyoshi H 
Indo Bukkyô jimmei jiten <i v K$#fcA£t£& (254 + 72p.), 
Kyoto, Hôzôkan gfiff 1986 6,000 Yen 

This middle-size dictionary boasts that it includes several names of 
persons (mostly philosophers and translators) that were not included in 
the irreplaceable dictionary of every kind of proper name : Indo Bukkyô 
koyîï meishi jiten 15 !§:##£ Ill ̂ ^fsljf^ by Akanuma Chizen ^fSW# 
(which gives many more canonical references; first edition: Hajinkaku 
$£!IKI, Nagoya, 1930; frequently reprinted by Hôzôkan). 

Nakamura Hajime, ed. 
Shin Bukkyô gogen sansaku 
"Tôsho Sensho" jK^il* Collection, vol. 100 (310p.), 
Tokyo, Tokyo Shoseki jjC^lf 1986 1,500 Yen 

Prof. Nakamura has edited, for the same publisher, the authoritative 
Bukkyôgo daijiten f^ifcgg^g^ (see Cahiers d'Extrême- Asie 1, 1986, p. 
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106, n° 1), which is especially useful for its precise references to Indian, 
Chinese and Japanese sources. Now, at the head of a small team, Prof. 
Nakamura is editing a few "Strolls in Buddhist Lexicography." Two 
volumes, the second with the prefix "Zoku" K, were published in 1977 
(Vol. I: 950 Yen; Vol. II: 860 Yen). The present volume, with the 
prefix "Shin" $f, is the third. In general, the object of the entries is 
the use of Buddhist terms in everyday life. Therefore, it sometimes 
includes information that cannot be found in more serious dictionaries. 

This "light" lexicography is practiced not only by Prof. Nakamura. 
We note here three similar works by experienced specialists. Except for 
Sekiguchi's book (see below, n°5), these works are published in the 
"Shinsho" |Fff!f paperback series that is issued by every important 
publishing company in Japan. 

4° Iwamoto Yutaka 
Mchijô Bukkyôgo 0 
"Chùkô Shinsho" 4» £rffft Collection, vol. 22 (244 + vnp.), 
Tôkyô, Chûô kôronsha tf^&lraft 1972 300 Yen 

The entries are arranged according to the Japanese phonetic order. 
More precise references than Nakamura. 

5° Sekiguchi Shindai SSpM^Cj 
Gendai ni ikiru Bukkyô yôgoshù ^&K-êc.%Z>fâWLJ&Ws% (444 p.), 
Tôkyô, Daitô Shuppansha -XMftMt 1980 3,000 Yen 

134 terms chosen at random. 

6° Hashimoto, Hôkei 
Bukkyôgo nyûmon # 
"Hôzô sensho" fëâl^K Collection, vol. 21 (238 p.), 
Kyoto, Hôzôkan 1983 1,800 Yen 

Explanations of 160 terms. 

B. Bibliographies 

7° Ryûkoku Daigaku Bukkyôgaku Kenkyûshitsu (comp.) 
() 

Bukkyôgaku kankei zasshi rombun bunrui mokuroku IV 
ff mmmmmuws-ïcfrMBm (2 vois., 1324 and 408 P.), 
Kyoto, Nagata Bunshôdô àcmiCm^ 1986 22,000 Yen 

Although there have been attempts to replace it (see Cahiers d'Extrême- 
Asie 1, 1986, p. 106, n°5, n°6), there is still no better bibliographical 
tool than the Ryûkoku University's Index for articles related to Buddhism 
published in journals and books in Japan. The three previous volumes 
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are now available in 1986 reprints: Vol. I, early Meiji-1930 (6,000 
Yen), and Vol. II, 1931-1955 (8,000 Yen), were published by Hyak- 
kaen W^2S, Kyoto; Vol. Ill, 1956-1969 (7,000 Yen), is published by 
Nagata Bunshodo. 

The present vol. IV, edited by Inokuchi Taijun # / P MW covers 
a period of fourteen years (1970-1983) and follows vol. Ill, edited by 
the late Yoshimura Shûki ^t^tf^S, which covered a period of the 
same length (1956-1969). Unlike the first two volumes, vols. Ill and 
IV number the entries. Vol. Ill used a continuous numeration from 
0001 to 9103. Vol. IV uses a continuous numeration divided into seven 
groups, each of which has numbers for up to 10,000 titles. Vol. IV 
starts with No. 10,000 and ends at No. 72,187; it contains 
approximately 22,000 entries, more than twice as many as vol. III. This 
increase reflects the vitality of Buddhist studies in Japan, but it is also 
due to the fact that more journals have been indexed in this volume. 
The additional material includes some new scholarly magazines, 
as well as some unscholarly publications not previously indexed. 
Buddhist scholars from India or the West should be alerted to the fact 
that classical distinctions such as Buddha, Dharma, Samgha, are 
here replaced by a more mahayanistic system of classification. Thus, 
the "Life of the Buddha" appears only in the third subsection: Butsuden 
#ii (No. 31,708-31,805) of the fifth section: "Primitive Buddhism" 
Genshi Bukkyô If! #£{$#£, of the third division: "India, Tibet, and 
Surroundings". In that same third division, there is a fifteenth section 
(no. 33,675-33,933) devoted to a genre quite unusual in Japanese 
scholarship : critical reviews of books. 

This makes it seem as if, except for a few general works (no. 10,080- 
10,113), it was only in the field of Indian Buddhism that Japanese 
scholars produce criticism of books. In fact, scholarly criticism is still 
a genre alien to Japanese academic behaviour. The explanation might 
rather be that the field of Indian Buddhist studies is, in Japan, more 
"international" than those of Chinese or Japanese Buddhism and, 
therefore, more influenced by the ways of Western scholarship, in 
which book reviews take a preponderant place. 

8° Hallvard Kàre Kuloy and Yoshirô Imaeda, 
Bibliography of Tibetan Studies (735 p.), 
Monograph Series of Naritasan Institute for Buddhist Studies, vol. 2, 
Naritasan Shinshôji mWlUmW^ 1986 18,000 Yen 

This Bibliography includes the titles of 11,822 books and articles in 
Japanese, Chinese or Western languages arranged in alphabetical 
order according to the authors' names. Its publication has suffered so 
many delays that the most recent entries are already ten years old. 
Although a work of this dimension cannot avoid some imperfections, 
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this bibliography is a tremendous achievement. We hope that it will 
be followed by an index, at least of the authors' names, and that it 
will be periodically updated. A new volume could cover the last 
decade, 1976-1986, and supply, at least for Tibetan studies, the tool 
that Buddhist studies sorely lack since the disappearance of the 
Bibliographie bouddhique thirty years ago. Let us hope that the Naritasan 
Institute for Buddhist Studies, under the directorship of Rev. Tsurumi 
Shôseki ilJLM'BI, will promote such a worthy enterprise. 

The following publications (numbers 9°, 10°, 11°, 12° and 18°) of 
the International Institute for Buddhist Studies are available at the 
address of this Institute (5-3-23 Toranomon, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105 
mmmmmffiftm, 105 mjèkïï, mm, */h 5-3-23). The mailing fee 
will be charged to the subscriber. 

9° Imaeda Yoshirô, 
Catalogue du Kanjur tibétain de l'édition de 'Jang sa-tham, 2 vols., 

Part I : Edition fac-similé avec introduction (24 p. + 68 pi.) 
Part II: Texte en translittération (112 p.) 

Bibliographia Philologica Buddhica, Series Major, Vol. II, 
Tokyo, The International Institute for Buddhist Studies 1984 

The introduction (partly a reproduction of an article by Y. Imaeda 
in Journal Asiatique 250, 1982, pp. 173-189) identifies and describes 
the least known xylographie edition of the Kanjur. This edition was 
produced in a place presently called Li-chiang MÏL in Yunnan H^f 
between 1608 and 1621. At the end of the seventeenth century, it was 
stored in Li-t'ang M$H in Szechwan H9JI!. This catalogue follows an 
order which, in its overall scheme, is analogous to that of the Derge 
Canonical Catalogue (published by Tôhoku University) ; the order 
within sections, however, is closer to that of the Peking Edition 
(published by Otani University). This edition of 'Jang sa-tham contains 
three supplementary texts that are not included in the Peking Edition. 

10° Musashi Taghikawa in collaboration with Tshulkrim Kelsang and 
Shunzô Onoda, 
A Catalogue of the United States Library of Congress Collection of Tibetan 
Literature in Microfiche (353 p.), 
Bibliographia Philologica Buddhica, Series Major, Vol. Ill, 
Tokyo, The International Institute for Buddhist Studies 1983 
(concerning distribution of this series, see n°9 above) 
The authors have classified, often adding a few words of explanation, 
2,678 Tibetan literary works, listed in alphabetical order according 
to the authors' names. Microfiches of these texts are available through 
the Institute for Advanced Studies of World Religions, in Stony Brook, 
New York. 
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11° Tadeusz Skorupski, 
A Catalogue of the Stog Palace Kanjur (365 p.), 
Bibliographia Philologica Buddhica, Ser. Maj., vol. IV, 
Tokyo, The International Institute for Buddhist Studies 1985 
(concerning distribution of this series, see n° 9 above) 

The Stog Palace Kanjur was carved at the beginning of the eighteenth 
century in Ladakh, where it remains today. An offset was published 
in Delhi (1975-1980). The catalogue lists 811 texts reproducing also 
the Sanskrit titles and the colophons. In the introduction, T. Skorupski 
points out similarities with the "Them-spans-ma" Kanjur, handwritten 
copies of which exist in Tokyo and Ulan-Bator. 

12° G.M. Bongard-Levin and M.I. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya, 
Indian Texts from Central Asia {Leningrad Manuscript Collection), v+23 
p., three tables (32 p.), 
Bibliographia Philologica Buddhica, Ser. Min. V, 
Tokyo, The International Institute for Buddhist Studies 1986 
(concerning distribution of this series, see n° 9 above) 

A historical account of the various collections and the research related 
to them (with detailed information on Russian works) is followed by 
a description of the manuscripts, fragments, or groups of fragments 
(36 in Sanskrit, 4 in Khotanese, and 2 in Kuchean) . Some of these 
texts, related to the MY Mahâparinirvânasûtra (n° 30), to the Dharma- 
sarïrasûtra (n° 28) and to the Lotus Sutra (n° 2, 31, and L/l), have been 
edited in vol. XXXIII of the famous collection, Bibliotheca Buddhica 
(1985), now published in Moscow. 

C. Text Editions 

13° Kimura Takayasu fctiMM, 
Pancavimsati-sâhasrikâ-prajnâpâramitâ (Chapters 2 and 3) (201 p.), 
Tokyo, Sankibô \U^B 1986 12,000 Yen 

A romanised edition of an important part of the Perfection of Wisdom 
in 25)000 lines. The first part of this text was edited by Nalinaksha 
Dutt in 1934. We hope that, eventually, the last part will also be 
printed. In China, the "Pancavimsati" became very influential, through 
Kumàrajïva's translation (T. 223) and the excellent commentary in 
the Ta-chih-tu lun (T. 1509), the first chapters of which have been 
translated by Lamotte. 

The basis for the present, handy, one-volume version is the Tokyo 
University Library ms. n° 234 in 474 leaves. The present edition 
covers folios 147b-236a of this manuscript. The first instalments of 
Kimura's edition (folios 147b-204a) had previously appeared in Taishô 
Daigaku Kifo (1971, 1972, 1973, 1975, 1978). 
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An appendix contains a comparative table, for the section edited 
here, of all versions of the Pahcavimsati (other Sanskrit manuscripts, 
Tibetan and Chinese translations). 

14° Inokuchi Taijun #/ 
Bombun Muryôjukyô shahon shûsei 
Kyoto, Hôzôkan 1986 32,000 Yen 

Facsimile of Sanskrit manuscripts of the Sukhâvatlvyûha from Nepal, 
kept at the Ryûkoku University Library and in Nepal, with 314 
plates and 40 pages of discussion. On this most venerated text of the 
Amidist tradition, see Cahiers d} Extrême- Asie 2, 1986, p. 272, n° 6, and 
p. 274, n° 14. 

15° Zieme Peter and Kudara Kôgi WPfJStii éd., 
Uigur-go no Kammuryojukyo ty -f ?° ̂ Wi^WL^mMM. (221 p.), 
Kyoto, Nagata Bunshôdô 1985 4,800 Yen 

Romanised Uighur incomplete versified text, close to T. 365, with 
annotations. 

16° Toda Hirofumi, 
Saddharmapundarlka {Nepalese Ms. K') (39 + 33 + 44 + 44 p.), 
Tokushima Daigaku, Kyôyôbu, Rinrigaku Kenkyûshitsu MÊk^^fk 

1986 

Having already produced, for the same press in 1981, a critical edition 
of a complete text of the Sanskrit Lotus Sutra from a Kashgar 
manuscript, H. Toda has now edited, in four fascicles bound together, a 
complete Sanskrit Lotus Sutra based on a Nepalese manuscript. 

The edition was published in four issues of the Rinrigakka Kiyd (ÉS 
WfSg (VIII-XI, 1980-1985), a journal of the Tokushima 
University Department of Education, and is not commercially available 
(hibaihin WHxm — See our mournful remarks about this fate which 
strikes many Japanese university publications: Cahiers d'Extrême- Asie 
2, 1986, p. 273, n° 10). We hope that the Kyôiku Shuppan Center |£W 
tij^-feV^— of Tokushima will produce a "public" edition of this 
work, in the same way as for the previous work by Professor Toda on 
the Kashgar manuscripts. 

17° Tsukamoto Keishô M^WW et al., 
Sanskrit Manuscripts of Saddharmapundarlka : Romanized Text and Index, 
Tokyo, Bombun Hokkekyô Kenkyûkai ^^fê^fêcffl^uik , 
starting in 1986, 15 volumes of approximately 800 pp. each. 
Each volume 28,000 Yen 

With one line of romanised text per page, this huge synoptical edition 
collates the thirty-four divergent manuscripts of the Sanskrit Lotus 
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Sutra line by line. Each of the first twelve volumes will contain one to 
three chapters of the Lotus Sutra, with a separate index. Vol. 1 3 will 
contain fragments and a grammatical analysis. Vols. 14 and 15 will 
consist of a 2,300 page general index. This massive undertaking attests 
to the Japanese quest for the original text of the Lotus Sutra. This quest, 
combined with scholarly interest, is already evident in the several 
editions of the Lotus Sutra based on different manuscript traditions, of 
which the above-mentioned work by H. Toda (16°) is the most recent 
manifestation. Another example is the Sanskrit-Tibetan- Chinese index 
of the Lotus Sutra by Ejima Yasunori (see Cahiers a" Extrême- Asie 2, 1 986, 
p. 273, n° 7). Hopefully, this new enterprise will also become a useful 
tool for the study of Buddhist Sanskrit. 

18° G.M. Bongard-Levin, 
New Sanskrit Fragments of the Mahâyâna Mahâparinirvânasûtra (Central 
Asian Manuscript Collection at Leningrad) (xxiii+46 pp., 12 pi.) 
Studia Philologica Buddhica, Occ. Papers Ser. VI, 
Tokyo, The International Institute for Buddhist Studies 1986 
(concerning distribution of this series, see n° 9 above) 

One of the Sanskrit fragments described in Bongard-Levin's above- 
mentioned book (12°), Frgm. n° 30, consists of a group of six short 
sections of the MY Mahâparinirvânasûtra. This monograph identifies 
the corresponding passages in Tibetan and in Chinese. It also furnishes 
a new critical apparatus (e.g., a part of frgm. n° 2 has been discovered 
by Matsuda Kazunobu fôE9fP{B' in the Aurel Stein Collection at the 
India Office, London). English translation of the fragments, indices 
and facsimile reproduction. 

19° Saigusa Mitsuyoshi H 
Chûrongeju sdran 4»lnrfg^ifiS£ (959 + 57 p.), 
Tokyo, Daisan bummeisha HH^^ft 1986 25,000 Yen 

Synoptical edition of the Madhyamaka-kârikâs : Sanskrit text, Tibetan 
and Chinese translations (T. 1564, 1566, 1567), and a Japanese 
translation with commentary for each of these five versions. 

20° Funahashi Naoya $- 
Nepal shahon taishô ni yoru Daijôshôgonkyôron no kenkyu %■/< — si-M^-MM 
KXZ>±m&MMW5®¥ï9ù (238 + xix + 55 p.), 
Tokyo, Kokusho kankôkai Sff fîifrÉ' 1986 8,500 Yen 

This romanized edition concerns Chapters 1, 2, 3, 9, and 10 of Sylvain 
Lévi's edition of the Mahâyânasùtrâlamkâra. 

21° Tshulkrim Kelsang and Odani Nobuchiyo 
Tson khapa: Âlaya-shiki H to Manas-shiki no kenkyû (229 p.), 
Kyoto, Buneidô 3c§k^ 1986 8,000 Yen 
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Tson kha pa's study of the Mahâyânasamgraha (especially its first two 
chapters) is an important text, representative of the originality of 
Vijnaptimàtra theory in Tibet. This volume includes a historical 
introduction, a Japanese translation of the Kun gshihi dkah hgrel, a brief 
English summary of the contents, a facsimile reproduction of the 
Tibetan text, and indices of the names of people, books, and temples. 

D. Translations 

22° Genshi Butten JKfê#& (Collection) (10 volumes), 
Tôkyô, Kôdansha 1986 each 2,200 Yen 

This new collection of original translations of Pâli and Sanskrit texts 
is not to be confused with the single 434-page volume of the same title, 
which is an anthology of Japanese translations of Pâli texts, edited by 
Nakamura Hajime 4^70 and published by Chikuma Shobô f&HSIHf . 
This new collection can be recommended for its very accurate Japanese 
translation of many texts. The philological annotation reflects a 
renewed interest in Japan in the earliest Buddhist texts, too often 
considered already well known. See especially Vol. 7 and 8 (Suttanipâta) 
and Vol. 10 (Buddhacarita) . 

23° Bukkyô KyUen Sen (Collection) $$M&M (14 volumes), 
Tokyo, Chikuma Shobô yiMHW 1986 

each volume, approximately 3,000 Yen 

Four volumes of this collection directed by two eminent masters, Ogho 
Enichi fsffillH and Iriya Yoshitaka A^iirft, have already been 
published. The approach of this collection is original in that it includes 
not only texts from the classical divisions (Hannya, Hokke, Kegon, 
Nehan, Jôdo, Mikkyô, etc.), but also "Popular Sutras" (g^cll^i, i.e., 
such texts as the Sutra of Bhaisajyaguru and the Sutra of the Ten Kings), 
"Narrative Sutras" (MMW.^), "Ceremonial Sutras" (HfltiSM) and 
"Chinese-selected Sutras". From the first volume Âgama, entrusted to 
Aramaki Noritoshi Jn'&Mfë, to the above-mentioned "Chinese" sutras, 
entrusted to Yanagida Seizan #PBB|B[I| (Vol. 1, on the apocryphal 
Yuan chueh ching HSIf , T. 842) and to Araki Kengo ^yfc Hfê (Vol. 2, 
on the apocryphal Sûramgamasûtra H^ft©, T 945), the selected 
scholars are all of exceptionally high quality. 

E. Tantric Studies 

24° Kanaoka Shûyu ekM^fM, 
Mikkyô seiritsuron. Agon kydten to Mikkyô ^^MtLWà- M^W-^t^^k, 
Tokyo, Chikuma Shobô 1981 2,600 Yen 

Under this rather too ambitious title we find a collection of essays 
focusing on very interesting matters that could have been treated more 
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thoroughly. Several figures known in the early (agamic) Buddhist 
tradition: Cûdapanthaka, Prakrti the Mâtangï, Âtavaka and Hàrîtï 
show affinity with Tantrism, into which the latter two became 
incorporated. The other main topic is the relationship between Bhaisajya- 
guru and Aksobhya. 

25° Yoritomi Motohiro 
Mikkyô sunbyô ^EfrtSi (296 p.), 
"Daitô meichôsen" ^W.^sWM Collection, vol. 2, 
Tokyo, Daitô shuppan 1986 1,800 Yen 

Again a collection of articles. Some of them supplement Chùgoku 
Mikkyô no kenkyû ^WBfk?>W(% (Daito shuppan 1979), a study by the 
same author centered on the translator Prajfia. In addition to general 
articles, we find here some of the new paths followed by Yoritomi: 
a study of the Vajradhâtu Mandala of Ratnagiri (Orissa) ; biographical 
studies; a study of the ninth-century Chinese Master of Discipline, 
Yuan Chao BURS, a prolific historian, and his contemporary, the Tri- 
pitaka Master Reisen ÎËilijHfic, a Japanese who travelled to China 
with Kûkai and Saichô, settled there and died on Wu-t'ai shan 2l$|1|. 

26° Toganoô Shôun MWMU, 
Zenshû £^, vol. 6: Nihon Mikkyô gakudô shi H^^IScPjI^. (432 p.) 
1982 12,000 Yen 
Bekkan %\j%, vol. 1 : Himitsushûekyô yôryaku %^M1^MM%$ (350p.5 5 pi.) 
1982 11,000 Yen 
vol. 2 : Dainichikyô no kenkyû ± H IMOfF^u 1983 (538 p., 3 pi.) 15,000 Yen 
vol. 3: Kongôchôkyô no kenkyu &MW$!k<OW(% (464 p., 7 pi.) 1984 

16,000 Yen 
Kyoto, Rinsen shoten 

The first volumes of the Collected Works of the late Master of Kôyasan 
had already been reprinted twenty years ago. Now, Toganoô Shôzui 
feS#^ft" has edited these additional four volumes. 

F. New Periodical 

27° Hokkaido Journal of Indological and Buddhist Studies ÉPH 
Ed. by the Hokkaido Indotetsugaku Bukkyôgakkai 

N° 1, 1986, 320 pp. 

The first number of this annual journal edited by Professor Fujita 
Kôtatsu W\ïï3è5È demonstrates the vitality of Indian and Buddhist 
studies in northern Japan. In this inaugural issue we find some famous 
signatures: Nakamura Hajime 4^70, on the darsanas and the jnànas 
in Jaina philosophy; and Furuta Shôkin "E"EB$f3#^ on the "Zen" of 
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Sosan Daesa Kyujing ffilil^cSBf^^, an illustrious figure of Korean 
Buddhism during the early Li Dynasty. One can discern some of 
the orientations of the Hokkaido School in this volume; to mention 
only three contributions dealing with current problems: Imanishi 
Junkichi 4"ffilf pf on âtman/anâtman, Teraoka Masahiro #(S|IE1# on 
Maitreya, and Sengoku Keishô -filj^M^ on Buddhapàli at Wu-t'ai 
shan. The Hokkaido location of this study group is reflected in two 
studies of the particular religious setting of that island : Ôhama Tetsuya 
Jk:$LWl$L on the influence of Christianity in the colonisation of 
Hokkaido, and Murata Fumie tf EHZfcfll on Takemoto Saijun's Yl^-^FM 
propagation of Shingon on the island. Also notable are ten reviews of 
books or series. The laudable effort to provide Western-language 
summaries of the articles should prove rewarding not only for foreign 
readers but also for the authors themselves. 

G. Festschriften and Collective Volumes 

28° Ryûkoku Daigaku Bukkyô Gakkai flt^;fc|fîf!$i&P'# éd., Engi 
no kenkyu %$ij&<Dffi$h. Takemura kyôju, Kojima kyôju teinen kinen j^b 
mm «'>i? [sie] mum4tm&. (250 P.), 
Kyoto, Hyakkaen WiglS 1985 3,000 Yen 

This volume in honour of two professors at Ryûkoku University is a 
hard-cover edition of numbers 39 and 40 of the journal Bukkyogaku 
kenkyû \%^.^^{%. Several studies deserve attention: Ueyama Daishun 
-hliJ^fê on the characteristics of the Tin-yuan lun H^fra from Tun- 
huang; Inokuchi Taijun #/ Pf^ on the Tun-huang manuscripts 
of the Ôtani Expedition kept at Ryûkoku University; Kariya Sada- 
hiko ^tij^/ËTj: on the worship of stupas in the first Mahâyâna sûtras; 
Yamada Meiji [U EH 55 if on the "worship" of the Pratïtyasamutpâda, 
i.e., the inscription of the twelve nidânas with a votive value, in India; 
Ocho Enichi HiSilB on the Icchântika in the MY Mahâparinir- 
vânasùtra. 

29° Yamaguchi Zuihô [U nï^E éd., 
Chibetto no Bukkyô to shakai =f-^ y Y <D§?Wihïïï.ig (830 p.) 
Tokyo, Shunjûsha #^iét 1986 19,000 Yen 

A volume which includes articles by many of the best contemporary 
Japanese scholars on Tibet. The six main topics are: 1. Buddhism, 
from Tun-huang documents; 2. Tantrism; 3. Tathàgatagarbha and 
Vijnànavâda; 4. Logic; 5. Tson kha pa and the Ge lug pa order; 6. 
History, language and culture. Noteworthy is the contribution in 
French by Y. Imaeda, on the history of Bhutan. 

30° Nagano Yasuhiko jkMMïB and Tachikawa Musashi 
Chibetto no gengo to bunka ^-^<y h ©HtH £j$?fb. Kitamura Hajime 
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kyôju Taikan kinen shuppan ftfôififcfêjiltiB&iiiJK, (439 + 30 p.) 
Tokyo, Tôjusha ^^tt 1986 6,000 Yen 

This volume contains less Buddhism than the preceding one (29° ) and 
is more oriented toward providing introductory studies of lesser 
known aspects of Tibetan culture. There are seven main topics: 1. 
"Ecology"; 2. History; 3. Linguistics; 4. Religions; 5. Medicine; 6. 
Oral traditions ; 7. Music. Besides the well-known scholars of Central 
Asia and Tibet (Moriyasu Takao $^#5*c, Nishida Tatsuo ffiBUH, 
Mimaki Katsumi $E|]$tjSB, etc.), the contribution on Bon religion by 
the Tibetan scholar S. Karmay deserves to be pointed out. 

II. CHINESE BUDDHISM 

A. Translation 

31° Kokuyaku Issaikyô. Wakan Senjutsu-bu (Collection), 
Kyosho-bu No. 13 mW—^lU- ftSI^ÈSB. ®HSB 13 (578 p.), 
Tokyo, Daitô Shuppansha 1985 6,000 Yen 

The final portion of the Japanese translation of the commentary on 
the Mahayanic Mahâparinirvânasùtra (T. 1767) by the T'ien-t'ai ^-pf 
master Kuan- ting :MM, a work of the venerable scholar of Chinese 
Buddhism, Ôcho Enichi IftlSHB. After the publication of this 
volume, only one volume remains before the completion of the 
collection (in 102 volumes) of the Kokuyaku Issaikyô, Wakan Senjutsu-bu, 
launched more than half a century ago. The final volume will be the 
last part of the translation, by Nakamura Zuiryu 4^^ Hi, of T. 
1833. 

B. Collected Works 

32° Mighibata Ryôshû jË^Jl^f, 
Chûgoku Bukkyô shi zenshû ^MM^^^iM (eleven volumes of 
approximately 480 pages each), 
Tokyo, Shoen Ula, starting in 1986 11 vols., 88,000 Yen 

Many books by Michibata, who follows in the tradition of Tsukamo- 
to Zenryû ^^HHé, have been published or reprinted during the last 
few years (see Cahiers d'Extrême- Asie 1, 1985, p. 109, n° 20, and Cahiers 
d'Extrême- Asie 2, 1986, p. 281, n° 43). Nevertheless, some titles are 
available only in this edition of his complete works: 
Vol. 7, Daijô Bosatsukai no tenkai :^^lliE$C<Djillf§ 
Vol. 9, Chûgoku Bukkyô to Jukyd Rinri. Ko to no kôshô ^Sfîiifcifffiïl&ffiî 

Vol. 10, Chûgoku Bukkyô to Jukyô no sozen sûhai 
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C. Monographs 

33 Ô 
Hokke Shisô no kenkyû, Vol. 2 ^SHoff^e (285 + 23 p.), 
Kyoto, Heirakuji ^^ 1986 7,800 Yen 

A collection of articles previously published in scholarly journals, 
Festschriften, etc. They concern not only the Lotus Sutra (where the 
study on the concept of "the Buddha of the past" deserves mention), 
but also the Mahayanic Mahâparinirvànasûtra, the formation of the 
T'ien-t'ai school, etc. These articles are of such interest that we 
welcome their republication in a collection that reveals their interrelated- 
ness. Together with the previous volume, Hokke shisô no kenkyû, and the 
three volumes of Chûgoku Bukkyd no kenkyû, this book attests to the 
greatness of Prof. Ôcho, a worthy successor to Tokiwa Daijo r^Mi\<M- 

34° Ikeda Rosan 
Makashikan kenkyû Josetsu 0MlkWlFFWl (362 p.), 
Tokyo, Daitô Shuppansha 1986 8,500 Yen 

A useful introduction to a major work of the T'ien-t'ai school. 

35° Yoshizu Yoshihide ^^, 
Kegon Z<m n<> shisô-teki kenkyû ^M^<D&ffî$)W?Z (386 p.), 
Tokyo, Daitô Shuppansha 1985 7,000 Yen 

36° Yamauchi Shunyû 
Zen to Tendai Shikan #£5^ it IS (917 p.), 
Tokyo, Daizô ±M 1986 22,000 Yen 

37° Suzuki Tetsuo 
Tô Go-dai genshû shi JUfS/ftiW^K ;fe (670 p.), 
Tokyo, Sankibô 1986 15,000 Yen 

The above three books deal with a few of the many aspects of the 
rapidly progressing Ch'an studies. They investigate the integration 
of the Ch'an schools with the other currents of Sui and T'ang Buddhist 
thought, Hua-yen (Yoshizu) and T'ien-t'ai (Yamauchi), and study 
the historical and regional background of Ch'an (Suzuki, see Cahiers 
d'Extrême- Asie 2, 1986, p. 279, n° 35). 

38° Kuge Noboru 
Ichijd Bussho gonjitsu ron no kenkyû, I— ̂ {^ftfilJtlraOff^ll— - (749 p.), 
Tokyo, Ryubunkan RË:fcft 1985 9,500 Yen 

One of the two treatises by Fa-pao £fej| of the Ta k'ai-yeh ssu ^lËH^f 
on the Universality of the Buddha-nature. An incomplete manuscript 
of Fa-pao's text from the Kamakura period is preserved at the Kana- 
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zawa Bunko ^.W$C.W-- The present book includes a facsimile 
reproduction of this manuscript, an edition of the text, a translation into 
modern Japanese, and a commentary augmented by several chapters 
of research related to the text. Of the other treatise by Fa-pao on the 
same subject, only one roll remains, published in the £okuzôkyô MHI2, 
Vol. 95. The author also casts light on a somewhat neglected disciple 
of Hsuan-tsang 3£%£ ; furthermore, he investigates one of the sources 
involved in the first controversies of the Tendai ^.-^ school in Japan. 

39° Tonami Mamoru WM.WL, 
Tôdai seiji shakaishi kenkyû Mf^-^a^M^M^t, 
Oriental Research Series, Vol. 40, 
Kyoto, Dôhôsha HM^ 1986 12,000 Yen 

The fourth section of this work (pp. 397-578) is devoted to the 
relations between Buddhism and the State. The author reuses two of his 
previous publications. The first (see Cahiers d' Extreme- Asie 1, 1985, 
p. 109, n° 16) uses popular sources— colophons of devotional 
manuscripts from Tun-huang, inscriptions on Lung-men statues, etc. — and 
treats Hsuan-tsung's policies forbidding the erection of monasteries 
or statues and abolishing the "Inexhaustible Treasures." The second 
article is more juridical and treats the much-studied subject of forcing 
monks and nuns to venerate sovereigns and ancestors. 

40° Saeki Arikiyo 
Jikaku Daishi den no kenkyû M9t±fift{$ <r>Wt% (381 +8 p.), 
Tokyo, Yoshikawa Kôbunkan WWUSM 1986 7,500 Yen 

Even after the work on Ennin Hit by Washio Junkei ^MMM. and 
Fukui Kqjun il # ft M» and after the studies of Ennin's travels in China 
by Reischauer and Ono Katsutoshi '\^WW^-, much still remains to 
be studied about Ennin. The present work concentrates on the written 
tradition concerning Ennin. In the various extant accounts, one can 
detect a few modifications introduced after the break between Ennin 
and Enchin M&. 

41° Araki Kengo 
Tômeigaku no kaiten to Bukkyô ^^^(DfmMtB$k (340 + xvi p.), 
Tokyo, Kembun ff£ Shuppan 1984 7,000 Yen 

A collection of articles published here for the first time and dealing 
with, for Japan, quite original topics : on the interdiction against killing 
living beings; on the popularity of the apocryphal Sùramgamasamâdhi 
(see above n° 23), the life of Han-shan te-ching S^[IjfI?R, etc. By a 
master of Kyushu University (see Cahiers d'Extrême- Asie 2, 1986, p. 
281, n° 44). 
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42° Kamata Shigeo Étffl^Ji, 
China's Buddhist Ceremonies, 
Tôkyô, Daizô 1986 41,000 Yen 

A broad compilation, with reproductions of numerous Chinese ritual 
texts (some of them very rare) and numerous photographs taken 
mostly in Hong Kong and Taiwan. 

43° Fukui Fumimasa (-Bunga) 3 
Hannya shingyô no rekishi teki kenkyU jtS^'L^OS^.fôW^ (438 + xxm 
+ 32 p.), 
Tôkyô, Shunjusha 1987 9,500 Yen 

Historical Studies of the Buddhist Scripture Prajfiaparamitàhrdaya or Heart 
Sutra is the doctoral (hakase "fjf ±) dissertation of a Waseda University 
professor of Chinese religions who is also a Tendai priest. Doctrinal 
studies of this most famous Buddhist scripture abound, but its role in 
history and society is still quite unexplored. In Part I, the author 
concentrates on the history of the text, presenting the different versions 
and translations found in Tun-huang manuscripts, ancient Japanese 
manuscripts, etc. In Part II, he discusses the status of the sutra in 
different periods of Chinese history, touching also on its influence on 
Taoism and on Southeast Asian Mahayana Buddhism. Part III is a 
study of the exegesis of the sutra in the Tendai tradition — which is only 
one of the many Japanese Buddhist sects that venerate this scripture. 
Part IV examines commentaries on the Heart Sutra, especially two 
seventh-century works by Hui-ching WM (TH ms Stein 554) and by 
Chih-shen fit 

The book contains a useful chronological chart of the history of the 
text, a bibliography (including Western studies of Prajnâpâramitâ 
literature), an index, a one-page English summary, a detailed table of 
contents in English, and a reprint of the author's 1983 article (in 
Chinese) on the variety of interpretations of the term Hsin-ching 'ùW. 
(Heart Sutra) . 

III. JAPANESE BUDDHISM 

A. Dictionaries 

44° Miyaji Naoichi rgMiEL~' an<3 Saeki Ariyoshi fëfè^fi, 
Shinto Daijiten WMi\^-^: (1474 p.), 
Kyoto, Rinsen Shoten 1986 14,000 Yen 

A one- volume reprint, in smaller format, of the three- volume edition 
published by Heibonsha ^/Lifi in 1937. 
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45° Dictionnaire historique du Japon, 
Fascicule XI: Lettre K (1) 1985; Fascicule XII: Lettre K (2) 1986 
Tokyo, Maison Franco-Japonaise Each Fascicle 5,000 Yen 

Fascicle XI includes several articles related to religious institutions 
(kan daiji IT^tF, kangakuin W}^$£), mythology (Kangiten Wik^., 
KannonShinkdWis^W), practices (kaji-kitô MWtfftWI), names of 
monastic personalities, of monasteries, of masterpieces of Buddhist art, etc. 
In fascicle XII, see, among others, the article kasô 'XW and the article 
Kegonshû ^JUSr by Frédéric Girard. 

B. Index 

46° Komazawa University |6$p;*;jp, 
Taishô Daizôkyô Sakuin, Vol. 34 (371 p.), 
Tôkyô, Daizô Shuppan 1986 22,000 Yen 

Index to Vol. 62 of the Taishô Canon (N° 2246-2248), which contains 
all the three Vinaya-related Japanese commentaries that the editors 
of the Taishô considered worthy of inclusion. These are two 
commentaries (by Kûkai ^% and by Gyônen $!$&) on the Mahayanic 
Brahma Net Sutra (T 1484) and one sub-commentary, by Shôon WM, on 
the famous work (7*. 1804) by Tao-hsùan jUjË on the Dharmaguptaka 
Vinaya {T 1428). 

C. General Studies 

47° Miyagi Yôichirô 'gmW— W, 
Nihon kodai Bukkyô undôshi kenkyû R^-fcj&fà&MW}£ffî% (362 p.), 
Kyoto, Nagata Bunshôdô 1985 5,500 Yen 

The differences between aristocratie Buddhism and popular Buddhism 
in ancient Japan. 

48° Yoshida Yasuo ^B^M, 
Gyôgi to Ritsuryd kokka ^f^tW-'v^M (340 p.), 
"Kodaishi kenkyû sensho" &ft£M$£MË Collection, 
Tokyo, Yoshikawa Kôbunkan 1986 2,800 Yen 

This study of a very important political monk of early Japanese 
Buddhism, although a broadly synthetic work, does not neglect the 
question of the relationship between Gyôgi and the Teaching of the Three 
stages =mm. 

49° Tanaka Tsuguhito 
Shôtoku Taishi shinkô no seiritsu ig^^C^^ffliO^ci: (316 p.), 
"Kodaishi kenkyû sensho" "È^^ff^siiî Collection, 
Tokyo, Yoshikawa Kôbunkan 1985 2,500 Yen 
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In the same series as the preceding book, this study concerns popular 
religion and political history. 

50° Shigematsu Akihisa 
Kodai kokka to Shûkyô bunka -^f^MMh^WcSCit (494 p.), 
Tokyo, Yoshikawa Kobunkan 1986 8,000 Yen 

The author of a pioneering study of Taoist influences on ancient 
Japan (see Cahiers dJ Extrême- Asie 2, 1986, p. 286, n°66), continues his 
research on the religion of Japan in early historical times. Noteworthy 
is a study of the original figure of the god Hachiman and the process of 
Shintô-Buddhist syncretism. 

51° Kuroda Toshio mïïfèM éd., 
Kokka to Tennô S^i^M (353 p.), 
"Bukkyô to Nihonjin" {$#£ H^A Collection, vol. 2, 
Tôkyô, Shunjûsha 1984 2,500 Yen 

In a collection of articles by various anthors, apparently inspired by 
the unsavory fad of "Nihonjinron" H ^ À Ira, the remarkable historian 
of Osaka University has attempted to treat the difficult problem of the 
place of the imperial system in Japanese Buddhism. 

52° Endo Katsumi a& 
Kinsei Onmyôdôshi no kenkyû Sifcl^|^?I^Off^g (920 p.), 
Tokyo, Mirai kôbô ^^.XB 1986 7,500 Yen 

53° Taga Shûjun 
Chûsei bunka shi 

Vol. 1 : Kuge Buke hen ^"M^MU (563 p.), 12,000 Yen 
Vol 2: Sôryo ftfB (413 p.), 8,500 Yen 

Kyoto, Hôzôkan 1986 

Collections of articles, centered on social groups : 1 . the government 
officials and the military; 2. the monks. 

54° Imai Masaharu 
Chûsei shakai to Jishû no kenkyû ^Wv±-àt B#^Off^g (530 p.), 
Tokyo, Yoshikawa Kôbunkan 1986 7,800 Yen 

On the many themes which make the Amidist movement of Ippen 
Shônin — jH-hA quite original in Japanese Buddhism. 

D. Monographs 

55° SuGiYAMAjirô &\1\H$, 
Daibutsu igo ±i%M£ (322 p.), 
Tokyo, Gakuseisha ^£t£ 1986 1,800 Yen 
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A vivid exposition of Buddhism during the late Nara period, which 
follows the author's very successful Daibutsu Konryû ;fc{#||ï£ (same 
publisher, first edition, 1968). Accent is on the influences from the 
Continent and on the introduction of the worship of Fukukenjaku 
Kannon 

56° Nakamura Hajime ^t^TC et al., 
Tôdaiji Omizutori, JVigatsudô Shunie no kiroku to kenkyil 
HB g£Zl#©lB£fc£ W35, 2 vols., 1985 Vol. 1 : 19,000 Yen 

Vol. 2: 18,000 Yen 

The Omizutori Rite has been studied already in an excellent publication 
of the very serious group of the Gangôji Bunkazai Kenkyûjo 7U$Q^3C 

in Nara (published by Chûôkôron Bijutsu shuppan ff:fc2r 
) 830 p., 1979). Now, the illustrious Professor Nakamura 

introduces a lavish coffee-table book on this most impressive Buddhist 
ritual of contemporary Japan. The photographs beautifully illustrate 
the recent study of the same rite by Laurence Berthier (Cahiers 
d'Etudes et de Documents sur les religions du Japan III, Paris, 1981). 

57° Ishida Mizumaro 
Jigoku mm (274 p.), 
"Hôzôsensho" Collection, vol. 33, 
Kyoto, Hôzôkan 1986 1,600 Yen 

A short account of hell in Japanese Buddhism, by a specialist on the 
social aspects of the use of Buddhist canonical texts in Japan (cf. 
above, n°23). 

58° Ogawa Hirozane 
Tuishiki to Dôgen £en noyôtei v&M t lÊTZWOWtW (300 p.), 
Tokyo, Nakayama Shobo Busshorin r£\UWB$M1fc 1986 5,800 Yen 

59° Yamauchi ShunyQ 
Dôgen £en to Tendai Hongaku hômon jJt7Cp| t ̂ •r^^&P!3 (808 p.), 
Tokyo, Daizô Shuppan 1985 20,000 Yen 

60° Wakatsuki Shogoun ÏE ̂ , 
Dôgen Zen to sono shûhen Jl7CiTf t-^<DMjÊ (400 p.), 
Tokyo, Sankibô Busshorin 1986 8,500 Yen 

Literature on Dôgen is as limitless as that on other founders of Japanese 
sects. The three above-mentioned books concentrate on important 
aspects of Dogen's thought. The last one, centered on samâdhi, bears, 
unfortunately, almost the same title as the more historical study by the 
renowned specialist from Komazawa ,fnj^ University: Kagamishima 
Genryù tall 7CHË, Dôgen zenji (Pf®) to sono shûhen, Daitô Shuppansha, 
1985. 
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6i° iida 
Gakushô Mujaku Dôchù 
Kyoto, Zenbunka Kenkyujo 

(331 + 45 p.), 
ff 1986 5,000 Yen 

A reprint, with the addition of a nominal index of persons, monasteries 
and books, of the biography of the scholar-saint Mujaku Dôchû 
published in 1942. See the appraisal of this book by Urs App in this issue 
of Cahiers d'Extrême- Asie. 

E. Series 

62 Minshû shûkyôshi sôsho ^ 
Tôkyô, Yûzankaku JtiU 1985, 86, 87 each vol., 4,800 Yen 

Cahiers d' Extrême- Asie 2, 1986, p. 284, n° 62, presented a list of the first 
thirteen titles of this collection. We complete it here with seven 
supplementary titles: 
14. Hinonishi Shinjô BïfHBfé Kobô Daishi shinkô 
15. Ishizuka Sonjun 5^#fê Izumo shinkô fcBH#{.Cp 
16. Hirano Eiji ^iflt^ Fuji Asama shinkô 'gi 
17. Kokanami Heiroku 'l^VcM.1^^. Ko shin shinkô 
18. Shimode Sekiyo "fHi^ffi Hakusan shinkô 
19. Moriya Takeshi ^fM.M Kompira shinkô 
20. Miyamoto Kesao HpfcHi&fet Fukujin shinkô 

F. Festschriften and Collections of Articles 

63° Inoue Mitsusada ^JzJtM and Kadowaki Teiji H 
Asuka MM (320 p.), 
"Kodaio kangaeru" "È'ft^^X.^ Collection, vol. 1, 
Tôkyô, Yoshikawa Kôbunkan 1987 

eds., 

1,800 Yen 

The aim of this collection is to reach the general public. There are 
already too many publications devoted to Asuka, but some of the articles 
assembled here deal with matters still largely untouched: Kano 
Hisashi ffî^f-JK on the relation between Asukadera ff|J|# and Ikaru- 
gadera $îM^F', Kinoshita Masashi yfcTJE-îi on the still undiscovered 
palaces and monasteries, etc. 

64° NlHON BUKKYÔSHI NO KENKYÛKAI 
JVihon Bukkyôshi no kenkyû B^f^ 
kinen ^fà^^^ïHe^ (870 p.), 
Kyoto, Nagata Bunshodo" 1986 

'É' éd., 
, Kimura Takeo sensei kiju 

18,000 Yen 

After a previous koki ~^M Festschrift of high quality, Sdden no kenkyû 
Mi^OPf^L {Studies on the Biographies of Monks, 348 p., same publisher, 
1981, 6,000 Yen), Professor Kimura is now the recipient of a new 
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Festschrift. The studies in the present volume are mostly historical 
and deal especially with the problem of the relations between Buddhism 
and the State — the specialty of the indefatigable Futaba Kenko 
— UsSfl who contributed an article to this volume. The subject is 
treated from the earliest period until the twentieth century, with articles 
also on Socialism and Fascism. Among the studies dealing with 
Asuka and Nara Buddhism: Akiyama Hideo fjK\U 0 HiH on the history 
of the Gangoji 7gH^f, the destruction of the Mononobe tyo% clan 
and the disappearance, under Buddhist influence, of the sepulchral 
tombs (sekishitsufun ÇHiH) ; Miyagi Yôichirô K^c^— j$ on the 
"Opening of the Eyes" of the Great Buddha; and Tanaka Hisao 

on the worship of Bishamon H^H ( Vaisravana) . 

65° Ishida Mizumaro 
Nihon Bukkyô shisd kenkyû H %.fà%MMfà$t (5 vols.), 
Kyoto, Hôzôkan 1985 each volume, 8,500 Yen 

Besides the réédition of Kairitsu no kenkyû jfcW-tDffi^u (Vol. 1 and 2), 
there are numerous studies related to Pure Land doctrines, some of 
them very original (on the monastic tonsure, on Mappô pfcfê, on the 
worship of Fudô Myôo ^f^IE, etc.) in Vol. 3 (Shisô to Rekishi ©iff 
tM$.) and Vol. 4 (Bukkyô to Bungaku 

G. Literary Studies 

66° Nagai Giken %#mM, 
Nihon Bukkyô Bungaku kenkyû ^^i{%Mc$C 
Tôkyô, Toyoshima Shobô Sâ*0 1985 23,000 Yen 

The third volume of an impressive collection of essays on Buddhism 
in classical Japanese literature. 

67° Fukuhara Rengetsu 
Ôjôyôshu no kenkyû ftÉ^iOff^ (368 p.), 
Kyoto, Nagata Bunshôdô 1985 15,000 Yen 

On Tendai doctrine in this masterpiece of Japanese Buddhist literature. 

68° Maruyama Kiyoko 
Genji Monogatari no Bukkyô U^^OM^iMk (428 + 37 + 1 5 p.), 
Tôkyô, Sôbunsha #J£tt 1985 7,000 Yen 

A new study of the great classic of Japanese literature, after Genji 
Monogatari to Bukkyô by Shigematsu Nobuhiro ÎÊtfàiÊ'jL (Heirakuji, 
2nd edition, 1978). 

69° Takagi Sôkan ïS^It, 
Motoori Norinaga to Bukkyô $:BM.jkhi$Mk (280 p.), 
Tôkyô, Ôfûsha WBM. 1984 18,000 Yen 
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A punctilious study by a Buddhist monk on the foremost "National 
Scholar" of the Edo Period. Norinaga's well-known criticism of 
Buddhism has led to oversimplifications which are here corrected. As a 
man, Norinaga was involved in the Buddhist society of his time and, 
as a scholar, he studied Buddhism, particularly Sanskrit phonology. 

H. Text Editions 

70° Tomatsu Keishin Ffàfëg et al. éd., 
Tokuhon gyôja zenshû H^fr^f:!^ (6 vols.), 
Tôkyô, Sankibô Busshorin 1985 62,000 Yen 

The sermons, etc., of the vagrant saint whom Anne-Marie Bouchy 
has studied in a magistral thesis: Tokuhon, ascète du Nenbutsu, Cahiers 
d'études et de documents sur les religions du Japon V, Paris, 1983. 

I. History of Cultural Interchange 

71° Iyanaga Nobumi 
Genso no Toyô £}M<Dj&W (569 p.), 
Tokyo, Seidosha W±tfc 1987 3,600 Yen 

A brilliant essay on the "Imaginary Orient", i.e., the European 
perception of Asia (especially of Buddhism and Japan) in pre-modern 
times. Starting with Herodotes, the study is centered on the Christian 
Middle Ages and finishes with St. Francis Xavier and the French 
humanist Guillaume Postel, who relied mainly on Francis Xavier's 
letters describing his missionary activities (see Cahiers d'Extrême- Asie 
2, 1986, p. 277, n° 29). The sources are extremely well documented; 
the author adduces also an impressive array of Western and Japanese 
modern studies in the Humanities. The book throws new light on the 
formation of Euro-centered rationalism which crystallised in contrast 
to or in imitation of a largely imaginary "Orient". 

IV. BUDDHIST ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY 

A. Collected Works and Series 

72° Higuchi Takayasu kyôju taikan kinen ronshù || n |ÉJiN^^tâlÉrjf2;i:lra#b, 
Tembô. Ajia no kdkogaku Jt=I. T i? 7 £>#"È"lfî (648 p.), 
Tokyo, Shinchôsha ff^ftfc 1983 6,000 Yen 

This volume contains, in addition to eleven studies by Higuchi himself, 
numerous studies of Chinese, Korean and Japanese archaeology. 
Several of them touch upon Buddhist art : on the Oxus Valley style, 
by Higuchi; on the evolution of the rock monasteries from India to 
China, by Odani Nakao 'h&W^', on the decorative patterns at 
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73 

Bâmiyân, by Miyaji Akira l^fniïB; on representations of Isvara, by 
Yamada Meiji U4EH[$Jif ; on the Kashmiri representations of the 
miraculous bowl of the Buddha, by Kuwayama Shôshin 

Higuchi Takayasu 
Silk Road Kôkogaku 
Kyoto, Hôzôkan 1986 

(5 vols, collection), 
Vol. 1-4: each 2,400 Yen 

Album: 4,800 Yen 

An exceptionally good series of books among the numerous 
publications on the Silk Road. Addressed to a general audience, this is an 
excellent presentation, by a specialist known for his clarity, of 
archaeological and historical aspects of the overland route between India 
and China. The five volumes are: 

1. Indo Chûô-Ajia -f V V^$tTi/T (304 p.) 
2. Saiiki kiko ffiTOfr (280 p.) 
3. Tun-huang-kara Nihon-e f^H^b B^-'n (316 p.) 
4. Saiiki hakkutsushi H^citJSie (315 p.) 
5. Bekkan: Album Silk Road kdkogaku #IJ^| (185 p.) 

;'É' éd., 

9,800 Yen 

74° Maghida Kôichi sensei koki kinenkai 
Ronsô Bukkyà Bijutsu shi frajt{#|&§|#:f -È (623 p.), 
Tôkyô, Yoshikawa Kôbunkan 1986 

A good collection of studies on Buddhist art in India, China, Korea, 
and Japan, with a bibliographic list of the works of Prof. Machida, 
a specialist on Nara art, and also an adept of Indian art. Of the papers 
on Indian art, two focus on sites: Sâficï, by Akiyama Terufumi fjklU^t 
3C, and the Hindu site of Badamï by Ishiguro Atsushi 'fiMW-- Two 
papers discuss Indian iconography and mythology: one on Maitreya, 
from the Kusânas through the Pâlas, by Miyaji Akira 'g'^PH; and 
one on Tara by Tachikawa Musashi iLJW^^. In the field of Chinese 
art, two more studies are related to sites: Lung-men Hf"5 and the 
style of its inscriptions, by Kakui Hiroshi ^#^; and T'ien-lung 
shan ^f||i| and the dating of its grottoes, by Suzuki Kiyoshi $£7fc||- 
Hid a Romi's flEB9i§§! article deals with an imported iconographical 
type: the Buddha of Bodh-Gayâ in T'ang China, especially in the 
Pao-ching szu ïtll^f, a temple connected with Empress Wu Ts'e- 
t'ien ^IU^. Tanabe Saburôsuke ffljÉHê|3|{j investigates the fifteen 
oldest wooden Buddhist sculptures from China extant in Japan. Two 
studies on Korean art by Iwasaki Kazuko ^^fp-f- and by Ônishi 
Shuya ^HH^til deal with the inexhaustible subject of meditative 
statues, and a third, by Taniichi Takashi fë—fë, treats the glass 
reliquaries of the Songlimsa |2r#=^. Among the ten studies on Buddhist 
art in Japan, Tantric art takes a prominent place : the mandala of Tô- 
daiji's Hokkedô 'Mj^^ffê^ê'jÈ., important paintings kept in Boston, 
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by Kawamura Tomoyuki JUfcf^Ofr; Zômitsu H^ during the Nara 
Period, by Hamada Takashi -BtiBllÉ; the "sandalwood" statuary, by 
Inoue Tadashi #_hjE ; eighth-century innovations in the partitioning 
of monastic buildings, by Fujii Keisuke WRMft- Other papers discuss 
famous art objects, e.g., the Gaki £dshi flsji^ifi;, by Shinbo Toru 
jStfëïP, or prominent iconographical themes, e.g., representations of 
Shotoku Taishi l^MJ^-f teaching the Srïmâlâdevï-sûtra, by Hoshiyama 
Shiny a JLlUif'ttL- Several studies concern the earliest Buddhist art in 
Japan: the Yakushiji H0]5^f in Fujiwara-ky6 WW>J£> by Ôhashi 
Katsuaki ^c^— $; clay sculpture, especially in the five-story pagoda 
of Hôryûji lëlH^F, by Nishikawa Kyôtarô HfJU^idP, the Great 
Buddha of Tôdaiji, by Katori Tadahiko iflX/S^ and the 
iconography of the Hossô fêfà Sect in Kôfukuji JPill^, by Eriguchi 

B. China 

75° Heireiji sekkutsu 
"Chugoku sekkutsu" ffS5^ Collection, vol. 9, 
Tokyo, Heibonsha and Peking, Wenwu £% 1986 28,000 Yen 

A very important Buddhist site, the Ping-ling ssu in Kansu, is here, 
probably for the first time, the subject of excellent photographs. On 
the collection, see Cahiers d'Extrême- Asie 1, 1985, p. 117, n° 62; and 
2, 1986, p. 286, n° 70. 

76° Yang Pei-ta mfeJE» comm. Matsubara Saburô ^SJKHfiP, 
Umoreta Chûgoku sekibutsu no kenkyit. Kahoku Kyokuyo shutsudo no byakutama 
zô to hennen meibuni&nfctipM'fiffiOffift • fflitMfâ\ti±<O'Ë^M kM*£ 
$g£ (190 p.), 
Tokyo, Tokyo Bijutsu jflMSt*J 1985 8,000 Yen 

A study, with many illustrations, of the Bodhisattva in meditative 
position, with comparisons of the dates carved on the sculptures. 

77° Yamagughi Atsushi \i\ p J$. and Ômura Mitsuyoshi ^ctt^^s 
Seichi Godaisan HgJESilPJ (127 p.), 
Tôkyô, Kokusho kankôkai 1986 4,800 Yen 

78° Nihashi Susumu HWiïÈ, 
Godaisan no teradera SSlU^^F^ (192 p.), 
Tokyo, Nakayama Shobô Busshorin 1986 1,900 Yen 

79° Kamata Shigeo ^m^M, 
Bukkyo Seichi Godaisan fHfrUJfeSlElII, 
Tokyo, NHK 1986 1,800 Yen 

The above three titles are testimony to the Japanese interest in Wu 
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t'ai shan, due in part to the fact that a Japanese monk, Reisen Sfill, 
became Sanzo ELM Master and died there in 827. 

C. Korea 

80° Kim San-yung &HH, 
Kankoku Miroku shinkd no kenkyU ^^3gHJ#fflJOWF^Ê (296 p. +46 pi.), 
Tôkyô, Kyôiku shuppan Center ^kWltiffc-t v# — 1985 1 2,000 Yen 

A profusely illustrated monograph on Maitreya worship throughout 
Korean history; translated from Korean. 

81° Tamura Enchô BWBIz: and Hwang Su-yong HH^K, 
Hanka shiyuizô no kenkyû i£{)N&WM ®$$9l (346 p.), 
Tôkyô, Yoshikawa Kôbunkan 1985 6,000 Yen 

Eleven studies by the best specialists on the representations of Maitreya 
in meditative position. 

82° Tamura Enchô, 
Hankazo no michi ^ftD^^jt (257 p.), 
Tokyo, Gakuseisha 1983 2,000 Yen 

In part devoted to the same subject as above, a collection of articles 
concerning early relations between Korea and Japan, especially 
Kyushu. 

D. Japan 

83° Bunkachô ^CitfT and Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan ^iLW-^uit , 
JSfihon no bijutsu B^OUKÇ 
Tôkyô, Shibundô Hj&l^ each monthly issue ca. 1,300 Yen 

Launched in 1966, each issue of this monthly is a monograph centered 
on one single topic. In recent years, groups of six monthly monographs 
often concentrate on one broad subject such as these two series on 
A. regional characteristics of Japanese Buddhist sculpture : 

221° Michinoku no Butsuzô ^b<D < 
by Sato Akio feU©^, 

222° Kamakura chihô no Butsuzô H£;| 
by Tanaka Yoshiyasu HH'+'itS, 

223° Wakasa, Tango no Butsuzô j^WSW 
by Washizuka Yoshiaki ^M-Mft 

224° Omi no Butsuzô jOXL<D$I>$. 
by Nishikawa Kyôtarô 

225° Kii-ji no Butsuzô fSTOO 
by Matsushima Takeshi 
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226° Shikoku no Butsuzô 
by Tanabe Saburôsuke 

B. the iconography of Japanese Buddhist sculpture: 
238° Fudomyoà zô ^gj^ïH 

by Nakano Genzô if If 53, 
239° Jizô bosatsu zô MWM1ÊM 

by Matsushima Takeshi fS^fê, 
240° Shitennô zô H^ïH 

by Ikawa Kazuko 
241° Amida Nyorai zô M 

by Mitsumori Masashi 
242° Takushi Nyorai zô 

by Itô Shirô #3C 
243° Shaka Nyorai zô W 

by Tanabe Saburôsuke 
A volume Kannon zô Hilff^ (166°) by Ikawa Kazuko, had already 
been published before the issue of the present group of studies. 

84° Kageyama Haruki ^U4#^f, 
Shari shinkô, sono kenkyû to shiryô MUfSffiJ • %<OW&hW& (285 p.), 
Tokyo, Tokyo Bijutsu 1986 10,000 Yen 

A study of Japanese Buddhist reliquaries, by the recently deceased 
specialist on Shintô-Buddhist art. 

85° Mitsuji Eigaku ^ 
Nihon no Bussharitô H*O##7plJI|? (520 p.), 
Tokyo, Yoshikawa Kobunkan 1986 7,000 Yen 

A study of the modern Indian-style stupas that have proliferated in 
Japan since the end of the Second World War. 

86° Miyake Toshiyuki =^gc^, 
Kyôzuka ronkô WMM~%L (378 p.), 
Tôkyô, Yûzankaku 1984 6,800 Yen 

The sutra-mounds are a landmark of archaeological excavations in 
Japan. They frequently bear inscriptions that attest to messianic 
beliefs. 

87° Seki Hideo ggff ̂ , 
Kyôzuka Ibun UM^C (366 + 20 p.), 
Tokyo, Tôkyôdô ^^^ 1985 7,000 Yen 

A collection of 852 inscriptions from sutra-mounds. 
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88° Saitô Tadashi MW& éd., 
Funbo to Kyôzuka iHH t B?M (511 p.), 
"Nihon kôkogaku ronshû" B&%-£&WaM Collection, n° 6, 
Tôkyô, Yoshikawa Kôbunkan 1986 5,900 Yen 

On the sepulchral mounds and the sutra-mounds. 

89° Kuno Takeshi, éd. 
Zôzô meiki shûsei ^HHêîg^c (880 p.), 
Tokyo, Tôkyôdo 1985 22,000 Yen 

A collection of inscriptions, mostly from Buddhist statues since the 
Asuka Period. 

90° Sakazume Hideichi Wltn^^ éd., 
Itabi no sôgo kenkyû W$<Ofâ'n1$$t, 

Vol. 1 : Sown hen jffiiârgi (347 p.) 
Vol. 2: Chiiki hen MWLM (410 p.) 

Tokyo, Kashiwa Shobo ffi^M 1983 Vol. I: 6,800 Yen 
Vol. II: 15,000 Yen 

On a type of stone stupa, found mostly in the Kantô area, consisting 
of a slab with inscriptions (Siddham, quotations from sutras, or daimoku 
M @ ) and often also pictures (mandala, representations of the Buddha). 
A team of scholars has produced this coherent and well- documented 
study of great interest for our knowledge of popular religion during 
the Japanese "Middle Ages". 

91° Mitsui Atsuo H#?££ éd., 
Nihon no Bukkyô hanga 
Tôkyô, Iwasaki Bijutsusha ^Hf H$j|t 1986 18,000 Yen 

A rich and original collection of documents on the earliest Japanese 
wood blocks used for Buddhist figures. 

ERRATUM: 

Kembun #F^t, the publisher of Chûgoku £enshû shi no kenkyû, informs us that the 
price of this book is 15,000 Yen (and not 5,000 Yen as indicated in Cahiers 
d'Extrême- Asie 2, 1986, p. 279, n° 36). 
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